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29The fibrous media with elliptical cross sections may improve the filtration performance, however, current
30researches mainly focus on the capture mechanisms of a single elliptical fiber, and the fibrous media with
31randomly distributed fibers are rarely involved. In this work, a 2D numerical model was developed to pre-
32dict the pressure drop and particle penetration for the fibrous filter composed of randomly distributed
33elliptical fibers. The results show that a big solid volume fraction of filter increases the effective collision
34area, and enhances the capture at a low face velocity. The particle penetrations through the fibers with
35the diameter of 5 lm are conspicuously weaker than those with the diameter of 10 lm, especially at
36big solid volume fractions and high face velocities. The blunt elliptical fibers restrain the penetration
37more effectively than the circle ones when the solid volume fraction is high. Though the blunt fibers lead
38to a large drag force, the increased pressure drop cannot improve the filtration performance at low solid
39volume fractions. In most cases, the slim elliptical fibers can enhance the filtration performance. A bigger
40aspect ratio of elliptical fibers leads to a low quality factor, showing the capture efficiency increases with
41the penalty of a high pressure drop.
42� 2017 The Society of Powder Technology Japan. Published by Elsevier B.V. and The Society of Powder
43Technology Japan. All rights reserved.
44
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47 1. Introduction

48 The severe particulate pollution in the indoor or outdoor envi-
49 ronment has posed a significant threat to human health. As an
50 effective way to remove the particles from air, fibrous filters have
51 gained growing attentions in recent years. Schroën et al. [1] sum-
52 marized the current advances of particle movement in laminar
53 shear fields which is regarded as a new starting point for the large
54 scale separation technology. Wang et al. [2] investigated the effect
55 of high voltage on the filtration performance of carbon fabric fil-
56 ters. Moreover, a lot of empirical expressions have been developed
57 to calculate the pressure drop and particle penetration percentage
58 of the fibrous media [3–12]. It should be noted that the aforemen-
59 tioned studies mainly focus on the circular fibers. However, more
60 and more non-circular fibers, like the elliptical, trilobal and square
61 or rectangular form, are widely used, which have been proved to
62 perform better than the traditional circular fibers [13–18]. Among
63 these non-circular candidates, the elliptical fiber is more stream-
64 lined, which may result in a lower drag force [19]. Besides, the

65specific area per unit volume of elliptical fiber is bigger than the
66circular one, thus the elliptical fiber performs well for the submi-
67cron particles [20]. Although the elliptical fibers have some poten-
68tial advantages, the related investigations are relatively limited.
69Brown [21] predicted the air flow field and pressure drop of a bun-
70dle of elliptical fibers with a regular arrangement. Raynor [22]
71investigated the interception efficiency of elliptical fibers for vari-
72ous scenarios, concluding that the single fiber interception effi-
73ciency increases with increasing the particle diameter and aspect
74ratio. Based on the simulation results, Regan and Raynor [23] pro-
75posed an expression to calculate the diffusion efficiency of ellipti-
76cal fibers, and found that the Peclet number had a clear impact on
77the diffusion efficiency. Raynor and Kim [24] numerically investi-
78gated the filtration characteristics of trilobal and elliptical fibers,
79finding that the elliptical fibers are more valid to remove small par-
80ticles. The numerical simulations by Wang and Pui [25] showed
81that the blunt elliptical fibers have a better performance for the
82particles dominated by interception and impaction, while the slim
83fibers are more suitable for the particles controlled by diffusion
84mechanism. For the nanoparticles, Kirsh [26] calculated the Stokes
85flow field around a bundle of elliptical fibers and obtained the rela-
86tionship of the fiber capture coefficient with the Peclet number.
87Using the Zhukovsky conversion, Wang et al. [27] calculated the
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88 flow field near a single elliptical fiber, concluding that the elliptical
89 fiber can significantly enhance the interceptive efficiency. Wang
90 et al. [28] used a lattice Boltzmann-cellular automata model to
91 simulate the pressure drop and filtration efficiency of an elliptical
92 fiber, finding that the elliptical fiber performance is closely related
93 to the aspect ratio and orientation.
94 From the aforementioned studies, it can be seen that the cap-
95 ture mechanisms of the single elliptical fiber were intensively clar-
96 ified, but the elliptical fiber bundles were rarely involved. Even if
97 the fiber bundles are studied, most fibers are regularly arranged.
98 However, the fibers in the real filter are randomly distributed, so
99 the current researches can’t accurately predict the filtration perfor-

100 mance of elliptical fibers. In order to simulate the disordered
101 arrangement, Hosseini and Tafreshi [29] adopted an algorithm to
102 generate the random structure inside fibrous media, which can
103 accurately predict the filtration characteristics of filters. The ran-
104 domly distributed fibers were then used to predict the pressure
105 drop and capture efficiency. Whereas these investigations paid
106 more attentions on circular fibers, few upon elliptical ones. In this
107 work, the pressure drop and filtration characteristics of the ellipti-
108 cal fibers with a random arrangement will be investigated, which
109 can contribute to the filtration performance improvement of filters
110 in practical engineering.

111 2. Flow model

112 Inside the fibrous media, the air follows the Stokes flow. The
113 continuity and momentum governing equations are listed below
114 [29], for which the inertial effects are ignored:
115
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124The commercial CFD software FLUENT is used to solve the Eqs.
125(1)(3) and the fluid density and viscosity at the room temperature
126are employed. For generating a 2D geometry with an irregular fiber
127arrangement, the coordinates of the ellipse center should be first
128calculated by a random algorithm in MATLAB, and then the major
129and minor axes are created by moving the center. These coordinate
130data are imported to the mesh software Gambit via a script file.
131Finally, the randomly distributed fibers are obtained by connecting
132the characteristic points to an ellipse. In this study, the overlaps
133between fibers are ignored to improve the mesh quality, and the
134minimum distance between two fibers is restricted to be 0.05df,
135where df is the equivalent fiber diameter. The elliptical fibers have
136the same area as the circular counterparts, yet, different perime-
137ters. Fig. 1 shows the 2D geometry of the fibrous media composed
138of elliptical fibers with df = 5 lm and solid volume fraction (SVF) of
13910%.
140As shown in Fig. 1, the inlet of the computational domain is set
141as a velocity inlet and a pressure boundary condition is applied to
142the outlet. The lateral surfaces of the domain are symmetric. The
143inlet and outlet boundaries are placed respectively 20df and 5df

Fig. 1. Boundary conditions and geometries of fibrous media composed of slim
elliptical fibers with df = 5 lm and SVF = 10%.

Nomenclature

AR aspect ratio (�)
C normalized particle concentration (�)
Cc Cunningham correction factor (�)
D diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
df fiber diameter (lm)
dp particle diameter (lm)
E total collection efficiency of a single fiber (�)
ED single fiber capture efficiency induced by Brownian

diffusion (�)
EI single fiber capture efficiency induced by impaction (�)
ER single fiber capture efficiency induced by interception

(�)
ΔF increased filtration percentage (�)
fc filtration per thickness for the circular fibers (m�1)
fe filtration per thickness for the elliptical fibers (m�1)
Gi random number (�)
J empirical coefficient (�)
Kn Knudsen number (�)
Ku Kuwabara factor (�)
n(t) Brownian force (N)
P penetration percentage through fibrous media (�)
Δp pressure difference (Pa)

Pe Peclet number (�)
Q quality factor (�)
R ratio of particle diameter to fiber diameter (�)
Stk Stokes number (�)
SVF solid volume fraction (�)
T temperature (K)
t thickness of filter media (lm)
U face velocity (m/s)
up particle velocity (m/s)
u, v velocity components (m/s)
x x coordinate
y y coordinate

Greek symbols
r Boltzmann constant (J/K)
k mean free path of air (m)
v kinetic viscosity (m2/s)
l dynamic viscosity (N s/m2)
qp particle density (kg/m3)
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